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I  just  read  an  article  in  Science  News  entitled  "
'Selfish' DNA flouts rules of inheritance" and was very
disappointed in the feel of the article. And by that I mean
that I was disappointed in that the article was written as
though chemical entities have a "mind" of their own.

Take for instance their  statement "In the Star Wars
movies,  the  droid  R2-D2  is  a  heroic  rebel.  In  living
animals, a selfish bit of DNA called R2d2 is an outright
lawbreaker”. Here they are conflating the entity R2-D2

which in the movie has sentient characteristics to a chemical combination of atoms. This theme is
continued on throughout the articles such as when it gives the chemicals sentient abilities:

"The new findings suggest that even genes that hurt an organisms evolutionary chances can cheat
their way to the top."

Cheating is a sentient capability that arises from choosing to do deceptive things to accomplish
something. Chemical combinations of atoms can only respond to the electrical and magnetic forces
applied to them by other entities and they cannot make any decision whatsoever. So what this article
does  is  to  imply that  somehow this  particular  set  of  chemically  bound  atoms  have  the  ability  to
determine which external forces they are going to react to. This is extreme misinformation which is
also extremely misleading.

The entire article continues along this line by referring to this set of chemically bound atoms as "a
selfish gene". And later in the article they even say "a gene or other piece of DNA that causes itself to
be inherited preferentially" and thus implying that it has some sentient deceptive type of control over
its own presence. The fact of the matter is this grouping of atoms must have some force characteristic
inherent with its particular surrounding atoms that cause it to dominate. The key that is missing by
assigning it sentient characteristics is that the characteristics of DNA exist only because of the forces
involved when a folded chemical string exists. And obviously if there are differences in the chemical
string  then  this  same  area  will  have  different  force  characteristics  and  understanding  the  force
characteristics, including the makeup of the rest of the string and how it folds, is what will tell you why
any one gene may become dominant over other genes. It is completely illogical and irrational to believe
that a particular gene is making a decision as to if it will be dominant or not.

Assigning a sentient ability to the gene only leaves you with the feeling that somehow some parts
of DNA are deliberately and through their own effort accomplishing things, indicating that there is
more to DNA then just the chemical bonds and other associated forces.

What this article is actually talking about is the well  understood principle that evolution is the
changes in life forms which do not kill off the life forms. In other words our sense of logic has nothing
to do with evolution. Evolution is simply the result of changes that didn't kill off a particularly life
form. And since it has no sentient ability to it, it does not pick and choose what it does. It just responds
to electrical and magnetic forces and if that "response" does not kill the life form then it stays a life
form regardless of what we think of the life form. And to understand our world properly we must
understand that it  is these forces interacting that determine our world and understanding them will
bring us closer to understanding the how and why of things.



Giving bits and pieces of DNA sentient abilities may be a good story for a young child or even most
toddlers,  but  if  you're  writing  a  story for  anybody beyond that  mental  age  you  are  doing them a
disservice by treating them like a young child or a toddler. I think if more people are presented with not
deeply  complex  explanations,  but  explanations  based  on  reality  rather  than  the  concept  of  some
nebulous sentient ability then maybe they can understand better the differences in people and how it is
not some ethereal sentient beings "mark" but rather just a fact of physical forces then maybe it would
be harder for them to justify their low regard for people that are different from them.

Original Science News article at:

https://www.sciencenews.org/article/selfish-dna-flouts-rules-inheritance 
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